101970 - Seminar on Space Research - Spring Term 2020

Wednesday, 14:15 - 15:45, Room B5, Exakte Wissenschaften, Sidlerstrasse 5, 3012 Bern
*Joint CSH-WP Seminars

26.02.2020*  Prof. Nicolas Biver, LESIA, Paris, France
*Chemical diversity in the comet population*
Host: Prof. Susanne Wampfler

04.03.2020  Prof. Leonardo Testi, European Southern Observatory, Garching, Germany
*Observations of protoplanetary disks*
Host: Dr. Remo Burn

11.03.2020*  Prof. Jay Ague, Yale University, New Haven, USA
*Deep Carbon Cycling in Earth: Implications for Planetary Habitability*
Host: Dr. Meng Tian

25.03.2020*  CANCELLED: Prof. Richard Dawid, University of Stockholm, Sweden
*How postmodern is cosmic inflation?*
Host: Dr. Vera Matarrese

15.04.2020*  CANCELLED: Prof. Anne-Marie Lagrange, University of Grenoble, France
*Direct imaging of extrasolar planets*
Host: Clemence Fontanive

29.04.2020*  Prof. Neale Gibson, University of Dublin, Ireland
*Atmospheres of Alien Worlds: Challenges and Opportunities with Transmission Spectroscopy*
Host: Dr. Brett Morris

20.05.2020  Prof. Meredith Hughes, Wesleyan University, Middleton, USA
*TBA*
Host: Dr. Holly Capello

27.05.2020  Prof. Charles Cockell, University of Edinburgh, Scotland
*Mars and its Habitability: An Earth-like, but Alien World.*
Host: Dr. Andreas Riedo